Wallman Hall Mechanical & Electrical Upgrades

Waiting on O&M manuals.

Turley Center Renovation

Work on the new elevator has continued. Otis will be installing a standard rear wall in the elevator cab. The glass back will be installed at a later date. This was decided so the elevator would remain on schedule. Contractors are still waiting on some door hardware & ADA opener posts. The ribbon cutting was held Thursday 8/1/13. Many people came out to celebrate the official opening of the Turley Student Services Center.

Hardway Hall Renovations

The following spaces are currently under construction: 310 & 324 new mechanical rooms 201 suite, 202 suite, 203 suite, 207 suite, 208 suite, 210, 211, 218 suite, 219, 236 suite, and 248 suite. Individuals from these rooms have been temporarily relocated or moved to Turley. Continue to work on piping for the second and third floor restrooms. The new ramp on the first floor west side entrance is framed and expecting concrete onsite this week. Continued running sprinkler lines and hot/chilled water piping in rooms. Continued hooking up new units. Continue to work on electrical wiring for new lights and fire alarm system. Began demoeing the second floor hallway ceiling to continue with electrical wiring and fire alarm wiring. This ceiling will be replaced with new. Finished hanging drywall in 208 to conceal the combustible material. Fire Marshal visited 7/31/13 for inspection— and was happy with what he saw. The last construction phase is under construction now. The contractor worked on cleaning up both second and third floor corridors.